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A NEW SETTING FOR EMBODIED AI

Current research on embodied AI mainly focuses on stand-alone tasks. Instead, we aim at bridging
recent findings on embodied exploration and image captioning.

Exploration of the environment

Description of the current view

We call this new task Explore and Explain

A kitchen with 
white cabinets 
and a vase.

A white couch 
with pillows 
and a table.

A kitchen with 
a stove and 
a window.

A living room with
a fireplace and 
a large window.
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We devise a new setting involving:



NEW TASK, NEW CHALLENGES
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o How to maximize the relevance of seen objects?

o How to describe what the agent sees in its trajectory?

o How can the agent know when to talk?

Exploration must be driven by curiosity towards novel elements [1]

The agent should integrate a State-of-the-Art model for image captioning

Not all that the agent sees is interesting: we need a Speaker Policy to activate the description module

[1] Pathak et al., CVPR Workshops 2017



CURIOSITY-DRIVEN EXPLORATION

Given a representation ϕ(xt) for the rgb-d observation xt, we sample an action at from the policy:
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Forward dynamics: predict ϕ(xt+1) given ϕ(xt) and at:

Inverse dynamics: infer at given ϕ(xt) and ϕ(xt+1):



CURIOSITY-DRIVEN EXPLORATION

4[2] Schulman et al., arXiv 2017

The agent is trained with PPO [2]. The reward is proportional to the error of the forward model (surprisal), 
minus a penalty pt for repeated actions.

policy

forward model

inverse model

environment

Navigation Module



Speaker
Policy

Speaker
Policy

SPEAKER POLICY

The speaker policy, basing on the current observation, decides when to generate a sentence:
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Object-driven: at least N objects (O) are observed in the scene

Curiosity-driven: the surprisal (S) is above a fixed threshold

Depth-driven: the mean depth value (D) is above a fixed threshold



A bedroom with a bed and 
a wooden floor.

FULLY-ATTENTIVE CAPTIONING MODEL
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Evaluated with available information from the scene [6]

Two-phase training on the COCO dataset [5]

[5] Lin et al., ECCV 2014

[6] Chang et al., 3DV 2017

Captioning Module

region encoder language decoder

…

…

decoder layer 1

decoder layer 2

decoder layer N

encoder layer 2

encoder layer N

Fully-attentive encoder-decoder architecture [3]

[4] Shaoqing et al., NeurIPS 2015

Detection of object regions with Faster R-CNN [4]

[3] Vaswani et al., NeurIPS 2017 

encoder layer 1



EX² ARCHITECTURE
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We call our model eX² (Explore and Explain), from the name of the task.



EX²PERIMENTAL RESULTS (NAVIGATION)

Our final agent outperforms the baselines
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EX²PERIMENTAL RESULTS (CAPTIONING)
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Surprisal is good criterion for the speaker policy. We obtain the best results with two transformer layers.



A kitchen with white cabinets
and a glass door.

EX²PERIMENTAL RESULTS (CAPTIONING)

eX2 describes the main objects in the scene and produces a suitable description even with partial occlusion
10

A bathroom with a bathtub and
a window.

A bedroom with a bed and
a painting on the wall.

A living room with a couch and
a television.

A kitchen with a refrigerator and
a table.

A living room with a fireplace
and a table.
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